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PRODUCT: Six-Gun Select, Fast Draw, and Last Bounty 
Hunter 

BULLETIN: SB-005 

ISSUE: Distorted Sound from 4-Ohm Speakers DATE: 5/12/2004 

 

Some cabinets may experience distorted sound (“screeching”) at higher volume levels. This problem affects 
models that have 4-Ohm speakers installed. Perform this procedure only as directed by GLOBAL VR Technical 
Support. 

1. Turn the cabinet power OFF. Open the rear door of the cabinet to get access to the speakers. The speaker 
rating will be marked on the back of each speaker. Verify that you have “4-Ohm” speakers. 

2. Open the coin door to gain access to the Amp card (marked “HAPP KIOSK AMP”). See the figure below. 
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3. Turn the rotary volume knob all the way down (counter-clockwise). Unplug the 4-conductor speaker 
connector from the Amp card. When unplugging, pull on the connector, not the wires. 

4. Clip the #2 wire (–left) and the #4 wire (+right) about 1" from the plug. This will allow you to reverse the 
fix if necessary. 

5. Strip about 1/4" of insulation from the non-plug end of the clipped wires. Use a suitable method (wire nut 
or crimp nut) to connect the wires together. Do not use electrical tape. 

6. Plug the speaker connector back into the Amp card. 

7. Turn the cabinet power back ON. 

8. After the game launches, adjust the rotary volume knob until you are satisfied with the sound level. If you 
do not hear sound, check that you have clipped and joined the correct wires, and check that the 
connector is seated properly on the card. 
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